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**SYNOPSIS**

The over-ambitious Koralnik has a dream job: he is contract killer for a secretive EU organisation.

But not even 8 years after his training programme has he had a single hit. Bored and frustrated, he spends his life according to the organisation's rigid rules. Solitary, no social contacts and always undercover.

One day, a seemingly shy Rosa crashes into his car and life. Before Koralnik realizes, he is having a romantic dinner date with her. For the first time, he hesitantly allows himself to flee from his solitude into an evening of company but ends up totally wasted.

Then his ‘hitman phone’ rings and Koralnik needs to be reanimated for his first mission.

With Rosa at his side, Koralnik sets off on a chaotic journey through a night, in which nothing goes as planned.

To make it worse, Koralnik learns that one of his hitman colleagues is his first target.